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Convenient
Labelling,
Easy.
Don’t beat
around the bush,
Print direct with
Qsys Label Producer

You Have Better Things To Do
Labelling doesn’t need to be so painful or labourious, it should simply be a fast, efficient form of
communication that enables you to improve customer experience and drive overall sales.
Creating labels has always been a bit of a faff. Qsys
Infinity is very different from the competition, no
exporting, no messing about with third party programs
and drivers. On-demand labelling is a key feature
throughout the Qsys Infinity suite and what’s more, you
can choose the point at which the labelling process suits

your business. For example you may need tray labels or
bench end labels to enable fast identification of a crop at
any point in the production cycle. The labels you require
could be created from the estimate process, or from the
purchase order process, or at the point of receipt into
the nursery potting zone.

Qsys Infinity Label Producer
Qsys has two modules for producing Labels & Tags. Infinity
label Producer & Infinity Publisher. Here we show you how
Infinity Label Producer actively creates and manages label & tag
production from all appropriate points in our software suite.
Labels for your nursery, labels for your client nurseries, labels
for your production stocks, labels for your growing on stocks
- these are typically the kinds of labels and tags that Retailers,
Nurseries and Commercial growers may need. Qsys Infinity
Label Producer is built right into the heart of Qsys Infinity and
can produce labels for you from all processes.
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Key Features
Labels & Tags can be produced from production planning
to enable easy labelling of stocks in production around
the nursery. Complete traceability can be maintained
using batch process management.

Labels & Tags can be produced from Sales Orders to
enable fast and easy labelling of plants and tress with
your client’s requirements such as prices, barcodes,
colour logos, special offers etc.

Labels & Tags can be produced from Purchase Orders to
enable easy labelling of liners or plugs for identification
while growing on or ready for resale. Labels can be
ready for before your purchase arrives. Complete
traceability can be maintained by labelling batches at
point of source (ie delivery)

Simplest of all: direct labelling from stock. Ideal for
Retail users or for Garden Centres
For those who just want to replace HLS - A stand alone
version of Qsys Infinity Label Producer. Produce labels
& tags direct from Qsys Plant Master Library.
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